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Abstract

There is increasing awareness of the imperative to accelerate materials dis-
covery, design, development, and deployment.Materials design is essentially
a goal-oriented activity that views the material as a complex system of inter-
acting subsystems with models and experiments at multiple scales of ma-
terials structure hierarchy. The goal of materials design is effectively to in-
vert quantitative relationships between process path, structure, andmaterials
properties or responses to identify feasible materials.We first briefly discuss
challenges in framing process-structure-property relationships for materi-
als and the critical role of quantifying uncertainty and tracking its propaga-
tion through analysis and design. A case study exploiting inductive design
of ultrahigh-performance concrete is briefly presented.We focus on impor-
tant recent directions and key scientific challenges regarding the highly col-
laborative intersections of materials design with systems engineering, un-
certainty quantification and management, optimization, and materials data
science and informatics, which are essential to fueling continued progress in
systems-based materials design.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Throughout history, the vast majority of technological advancements have been enabled by the
discovery of materials with required properties (1–3). Unfortunately, the materials development
cycle is often one of the most consequential bottlenecks to potentially transformative technologies
(4–7). As technological development accelerates, the rate at which new materials must be discov-
ered increases (4, pp. 1–18). Decades ago, Olson (8) framed the problem of materials design as
one in which materials are considered as complex hierarchical systems; articulation of the (com-
position) process-structure-properties (PSP) relations is exploited to tailor a material so that it
meets a specified performance requirement or requirements. Improved performance of modern
materials can be achieved only through intentional engineering of their structure across a range
of length scales. Ni-base superalloys, for example, are some of the most sophisticated engineered
materials due to the highly complex chemistries and sophisticated thermo-mechanical treatments
that result in their hierarchical microstructures (9).

The intent of this review is to present materials design as essentially a goal-oriented activity,
viewing the material as a complex system of interacting subsystems.The design process effectively
seeks to invert quantitative PSP relationships to identify the accessible chemistries and process
paths necessary to realize a hierarchy of (micro)structures that may achieve application-specific
performance metrics (8, 10). Materials design concepts have played a powerful role over the past
two decades in motivating the integration of computational mechanics and materials science with
engineering materials development [see the DARPA Accelerated Insertion of Materials Initiative
(11) and the Integrated Computational Materials Engineering (ICME) initiative (7)]. While vol-
umes of case studies have been compiled (7), the intent of the present overview is to focus on
important recent directions at the highly collaborative intersection of materials design with sys-
tems engineering, optimization, andmaterials informatics (12) that we consider essential to fueling
continued progress in systems-based materials design.

An important characteristic of advanced materials is the notion of structure hierarchy, ranging
from interatomic/intermolecular spacing to relevant scales of microstructure to the scale of manu-
factured parts.Materials properties are affected by various levels of structure hierarchy. Prediction
of mechanical behavior of materials based on concurrent (13, 14) or hierarchical (15) multiscale
modeling involves the propagation of information between models across different length scales
and timescales; multiscale information flow comes at significant computational cost as well as with
potentially high levels of uncertainty.Multiscale modeling provides decision support for materials
design by estimating the sensitivity of responses or properties to variation in the materials struc-
ture at each level of structure hierarchy. The role of materials structure is important for at least
two reasons: (a) Sensitivity analyses are necessary to quantify dominant design variables among
levels of materials structure hierarchy, as these variables control property/response variance, and
(b) sensitivity of process-structure and structure-property relations are central to concepts of ro-
bust design (16), where the goal is to explore a range of candidate solutions to identify those that
are least sensitive to process path, materials composition, target microstructures, and even range
of service conditions (1).

The goal of simulation-assisted materials design is typically not to accurately predict mean
properties at higher scales. Rather, the goal is to (a) understand their sensitivity to materials
(micro)structures, (b) capture dominant mechanisms and their transitions that affect materials
responses or properties, or (c) provide support to search for regions in the materials design space
that may deliver optimal performance in some desired sense. Design of the materials structure
hierarchy together with product-level performance compels the tracking of materials structure
attributes (e.g., defect structure, grain or phase size, shape and orientation distributions) at various
levels of hierarchy.
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Consideration of uncertainty in multiscale materials simulation has important implications for
providing decision support for materials design and affects the type of multiscale modeling scheme
most suitable to this task.When one is addressing problems related to materials design, the more
common approach is to explore causal relationships in the PSP relations in a hierarchical man-
ner, as opposed to through concurrent modeling schemes, mainly because models of important
mechanisms tend to be framed at specific levels of the materials structure hierarchy (17).

2. MATERIALS DESIGN WITHIN THE CONTEXT OF ENGINEERING
SYSTEMS DESIGN

2.1. Simulation-Assisted Materials Design as a Goal-Oriented Activity

Engineering design is a decision-making process (18) in which design objectives are formulated
and then the design space is explored through search methods appropriate to the specific problem
at hand. Materials design thus implies a top-down-driven, simulation/model-assisted decision-
making process whereby one seeks to determine the materials composition and processing nec-
essary to tailor the material’s hierarchical structure to meet performance requirements (16, 19).
Our emphasis is on simulation-assisted—rather than wholly simulation-based—materials design,
as this closely aligns with the premise of ICME and implicitly acknowledges the many limitations
of materials simulations frameworks. The intent of simulation-assisted materials design is to re-
duce but not eliminate experimental routes to the establishment of PSP relationships (20). The
models used in the process can be constructed from theory, simulation, or empirical evidence.
They may be analytical, computational, or of surrogate character on the basis of reduced-order
models. These models, regardless of their nature, are used to assist in the process of exploring the
(multilevel) materials design space.

2.2. Materials Design as an Inverse Problem

Materials science tends to focus on the forward problem of establishing PSP relationships. This
approach seeks answers to the following question: Given a set of materials descriptors that can be
manipulated through materials synthesis and processing, what are the corresponding properties
and performance characteristics? In contrast, materials design necessitates inversion of this pro-
cess (8, 21): Given the desired performance requirements, what are the feasible and perhaps most
desirable materials composition and processing routes to realizing structures that meet these re-
quirements? Materials design seeks to effectively invert the PSP relationships to identify domains
in the process-structure and structure-property space or spaces that meet specific performance
targets, whether expressed as ranged sets of materials properties or in terms of product-level re-
quirements. Microstructure-sensitive design (17, 22, 23) is an example, as it consists of the effi-
cient mathematical representation of microstructures and use of homogenization techniques to
relate microstructure (expressed in terms of low-dimensional representations) to performance,
followed by the goal-oriented search of the microstructure space to identify microstructures that
best achieve the design goals.

The idea of designing a material with targeted properties can be traced to works of the Steel
Research Group at Northwestern University in the mid-1980s (http://srg.northwestern.edu/).
Olson’s Venn diagram (8) relating PSP relations to performance is foundational to engineering sys-
tems approaches to materials design. This systems-level framing clearly distinguishes the pursuit
of top-down, goals/means, inductive systems engineering (design) from bottom-up, cause-and-
effect, deductive linkages. The materials-by-design approach (8) rests on two principles: (a) the
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treatment of materials as hierarchically organized systems and (b) the integration of computational
models describing each of the scales/hierarchies in the materials system to assist in optimizing
performance.

Because of the incredible complexity of process-structure relations, their exploration has been
carried out almost exclusively—with some exceptions (24)—through experiments. Structure-
property assessments are then carried out via experiments or computations once interesting can-
didate structures are realized in the laboratory. These processes are subsequently scaled up to the
prototype level to determine whether the resulting property sets deliver the required performance.
This is the conventional paradigm of iterative parametric design (8, 25), in which the design search
is parameterized in terms of associated dominant variables, with the goal of minimizing the num-
ber of iterations.

A practical and compelling goal of a simulation-assisted systems strategy for design and de-
velopment of materials is to replace an increasing fraction of otherwise experimentally driven
decisions with those informed by computational simulation or by statistical models derived from
high-throughput (HT) experimental exploration of the materials space. When using physically
based multiscale models as aids in the decision-making process in materials design, we should
consider that (a) they must be efficient and fast acting and (b) they must address uncertainty of
models and experiments at each scale (26, 27). The first requirement is often difficult to realize,
given the considerable cost associated with multiscale materials simulations. Current efforts are
under way to make the forward evaluation of materials solutions more efficient by combining
physically based models with efficient data-driven representations (28, 29). In any approach that
relies on materials simulations, the importance of quantifying uncertainty is paramount; uncer-
tainties arise in experiments, the models and model parameters (26), the cost of experimentation,
the complexity of the models used to predict materials behavior, and the dimensionality of the
design space. More importantly, the limitations inherent in materials models mean that uncer-
tainty management is a critical part of any materials design problem (26, 30). McDowell et al.
(1) and McDowell & Olson (25) address uncertainty by proposing design philosophies that favor
designs that minimize sensitivity to variation of design variables on the basis of Taguchi’s robust-
design concept (31, 32). Such robust-design approaches have been extended to various application
domains (33–37).

3. CONTRASTING MATERIALS DESIGN WITH MATERIALS
DISCOVERY AND SELECTION

Since the advent of the Materials Genome Initiative (MGI) (4, pp. 1–18), much emphasis has been
placed on the use of data science to enable the acceleration of materials discovery and thematerials
development cycle (38), although efforts to rapidly explore the materials design space (39) trace
back to well before the MGI. By combining prior knowledge, brute force synthesis approaches,
and, admittedly, a certain degree of serendipity, combinational materials discovery was established
(40). It is facilitated by the development of rapid synthesis methods,HT screening techniques, and
high-capacity information processing. Over time, combinatorial approaches have become one of
the dominant paradigms in materials research (41). Although much progress has been made (42,
43), there exist limitations, particularly with regard to the ability to characterize structures and/or
properties of samples at the same rate at which they are synthesized.

More recently, HT computational materials discovery (44) has followed a parallel track as its
experimental counterpart.Most efforts on this front rely on the use of large computational capacity
to carry out simulations that attempt to establish relationships betweenmaterials structure (almost
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exclusively at the atomic level to date) and properties, including energetics and even functionality
(45).Most computationalmaterials discovery frameworks rely on quantummechanical approaches
such as density functional theory (DFT) (46). In fact, DFT-based HTmaterials discovery (47) has
rapidly emerged as a powerful complement to experimental attempts to rapidly explore the space
of materials structures and properties/responses, although the theory has important limitations
(48).

Both computational and experimental materials discovery approaches have benefited from very
recent developments in materials informatics (12, 49), which encompasses the systematic integra-
tion of data; correlation analysis; and, importantly, validation by empirical observations, theoreti-
cal insights, and mechanism-based models to develop insight and construct suitable predictions of
PSP relationships (49). Materials informatics workflows consist of capturing data related to PSP
relationships, identifying the dominant factors responsible for the structural features or materials
properties of interest through feature selection or dimensional reduction approaches, and finally
developing correlations and predictive models that establish quantitative connections along the
PSP model chain (38).

Over time, materials that are discovered become well characterized, and their properties and
performance metrics become part of the knowledge base that is used to select a material for a spe-
cific technology or application. Accordingly, materials selection (50) is concerned with the search
for and eventual specification of already existing materials that fulfill the performance require-
ments of the specific application that must be supported. By merging phenomenological rela-
tionships in materials properties with data on specific materials characteristics, one can begin to
develop classification schemes for materials behavior. The framework is very efficient and effec-
tive for establishing common structure-property relationships across seemingly different classes
of materials. In contrast with materials discovery, materials selection requires that the materials
design space be already well (if not fully) known.

Regardless of the means by which one interacts with or queries the materials design space, the
key difference between materials discovery and materials design is the shift in emphasis from the
outcome of exploration aimed at screening possibilities in the former, to the process by which
the design space is systematically and comprehensively explored in the latter (51)—in this sense,
materials discovery can be viewed as an early stage of design exploration or screening. In turn,
materials selection is clearly differentiated frommaterials design in that in the former thematerials
design space is assumed to be already well known, while in the latter the main point is to augment
the existing materials space to include materials that are yet to be designed.

4. BREAKING DOWN THE ELEMENTS OF MATERIALS DESIGN
AS AN ENABLER OF ICME

ICME has emerged as a powerful conceptual framework, with the goal of integrating “science
and engineering as well as the results of theory, experiments, and simulations into computational
tools that can be used directly in engineering of new products or manufacturing processes” (52).
To realize the goal of ICME, it is necessary to develop quantitative/predictive models capable
of connecting chemistry and process route to microstructures and then to relate microstructures
to properties and ultimately to performance, as shown in Figure 1. Considerable work has been
carried out to address the simulation-assisted establishment of linkages across the PSP chain. In
what follows,we present a brief overview of current, well-established efforts on this front, focusing
on computational frameworks associated with the design of structural metallic alloys and related
systems.
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Figure 1

Forward models that predictively link chemical composition and processing to microstructure and alloy properties tackle the inverse
problem of searching for candidate alloys that meet target design requirements in materials design. As an example, the process-
microstructure-property relationships of a TRIP-assisted steels is presented. Abbreviations: α, ferrite; γ, austenite; B, bainite; BIT,
bainite isothermal treatment; FE, finite element; IA, intercritical annealing; M, martensite. Elements of the figure adapted with
permission from References 53 and 54.
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4.1. CALPHAD-Based Phase Stability and Materials Design

The development of new materials—metallic alloys in this case—must start with an understand-
ing of their phase stability, i.e., with a description of the relationship between thermodynamic
conditions and the resulting phase constitution (equilibrium state). For decades, researchers have
used the CALPHAD method (55) to develop self-consistent databases that encode the ther-
modynamic behavior of phases (56). In a so-called forward mode, thermodynamic conditions
can be mapped to equilibrium states through minimization of the total Gibbs energy (56–58).
CALPHAD resulted from a concerted effort toward a systematic encoding of alloy phase stabil-
ity in terms of Gibbs energy functions assessed, with the use of experimental evidence for phase
stability as well as thermo-chemical measurements. With the advent and popularization of DFT
methods and software, CALPHAD assessments of phase stability have been enriched through the
incorporation of so-called first-principles calculations of thermodynamic properties of phases (59,
60). The ability of the CALPHAD approach to encode thermodynamic information quickly led to
extensions in which similar frameworks were used to assess and predict kinetic (e.g., atomic mo-
bilities) properties of phases (57, 61). Recently, CALPHAD-inspired efforts toward encoding a
much wider range of thermodynamic properties—such as molar volumes (62), thermal expansion
(62), and elastic properties (63)—have gained much attention with the need to employ phase-level
information in materials design.

Several groups have used CALPHAD-based methods to design new alloys. For example, Xu
et al. (64) employed computational thermodynamics and basic models for the homogeneous nu-
cleation of precipitates to design nanoprecipitate-strengthened steels. The solution implemented
genetic algorithm–based optimization to evaluate candidate alloys in terms of specific alloy de-
sign criteria, identified the fittest candidates, and then let them pass on their “genes” to further
generations to identify optimal regions in the composition space. Others have used similar ap-
proaches. Tancret (65) employed similar evolutionary approaches to navigate high-dimensional
materials design spaces; this effort was recently expanded to address multiobjective design prob-
lems in which CALPHAD-based tools are supplemented by machine learning structure-property
predictors in γ′-strengthened Ni-base superalloys (65) and so-called high-entropy alloys (66).
Similar efforts across other regions in the alloy space have continued to demonstrate the power
of CALPHAD-based phase stability predictions (66–71). Much work remains to be done, par-
ticularly as the community embarks on the exploration of the high-dimensional design space of
high-entropy alloys.

4.2. Connecting Process Path to Structure (and Vice Versa)

The CALPHAD-based approaches to materials design outlined above have focused primarily on
the impact of phase stability on phase constitution and its relationship with (some) relevant mate-
rials performance metrics. The ability to predict properties of alloys hinges strongly on the degree
to which these properties are controlled by microstructural descriptors (72). To establish predic-
tive models connecting structure to properties, a necessary (but insufficient) step is to go beyond
the CALPHAD-based prediction of phase information and instead explicitly predict the effect of
chemistry and processing onmicrostructure of alloys.The process-structure connection, however,
is extremely challenging to quantify because of several factors. First, the final microstructure of
an alloy system is generated from a very complex, process-specific, history-dependent sequence
of transformations that is very difficult to specify a priori. Second, quantitative modeling of ma-
terials processing and resulting microstructure is largely underdeveloped. Third, inverting the
process-structure linkages remains largely an unsolved problem due to the nonequilibrium, path-
dependent nature of process-structure relations.
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Perhaps the best-established examples of quantitative process-structure linkages have been es-
tablished in the context of microstructure modification via controlled precipitation of strengthen-
ing phases (73).Modeling precipitation processes can be carried out at different levels of structure
hierarchy, ranging from the explicit simulation of precipitate nucleation, growth, and evolution
via microstructural phase-field methods (74–76), to mean-field approaches based on the imple-
mentation of the Kampmann-Wagner (K-W) (77) model of precipitation (78–80).

Such quantitative relationships between process route and (micro)structure have already
been used in the design of alloy systems (81). Zhang et al. (82) investigated the precipitation
of strengthening phases in the magnesium alloy AZ91. Lang et al. (83) investigated the cou-
pling of thermodynamic modeling and precipitation simulations based on classical nucleation
theory to investigate the effect of designed precipitate microstructures on hydrogen trapping
behavior in martensitic steels. Recently, Martin and coworkers (84) provided a novel approach
to controlling coarsening effects in 3D printing of Al alloys by focusing on control of nucleation
during solidification via nanoparticle additions.While many similar works attempting to connect
process to structure have been published, few works have attempted to arrive at quantitative
PSP linkages. Recently, Galindo-Nava et al. (85) presented a physics-based modeling framework
to describe the microstructure and mechanical properties of maraging steels. They explicitly
considered the chemistry and treatment temperature effects on the hierarchical martensitic
microstructure as well as the secondary precipitation of strengthening phases, arriving at the
optimal chemistry and processing conditions for achieving the target mechanical performance
metrics.

Solution of the inverse problem of connecting the desired precipitate microstructure to the
required chemistry and thermal history in the case of precipitation-strengthened alloys remains
an important challenge, with many possible approaches. Johnson & Arróyave (24) recently pre-
sented a framework whereby the precise temperature-time schedule necessary to arrive at the
target precipitate structures [achieved through a mean-field K-W model (77)] was determined
through black-box multiobjective optimization.

Other recent efforts have been directed at modeling more general process-structure relations.
Yabansu et al. (28) proposed the use of low-dimensional representations of materials structure
[principal-component analysis (PCA) of two-point spatial correlations] that are simulated via
phase-field methods as a way to connect (computational) process parameters and microstructure
states. Similar strategies in which a data-centric layer connects process and microstructure de-
scriptors will likely accelerate the development of process-structure linkages, particularly when
physics-based models are unable to provide quantitative predictions. Indeed, this is an area in
which many contributions are required to advance the field of materials design.

4.3. From Structure to Properties (and Back)

The key to successful extraction of high-value PSP linkages lies in the identification of the salient
descriptors of the materials hierarchical structure, including chemical composition. While it is
abundantly clear that the rich hierarchical structures of most advanced materials demand an
unimaginably high-dimensional description, it is also clear from past experience that only a few
salient features dominate the materials response of relevance to any particular application. In most
cases, these salient structure descriptors are not known a priori, and experts conduct numerous
laborious and time-intensive trials (employing both measurements and models) for each applica-
tion. Since this process is often nonstandard and leads to a highly customized, designer-dependent,
set of structure descriptors, the knowledge gained in the process has only limited transferability.
To dramatically improve the efficacy, scalability, and transferability of the above process to realize
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the disruptive acceleration envisioned in ICME and the MGI, it is imperative to formulate and
adopt a consistent framework for the description of the hierarchical materials structure.

Kalidindi and coworkers (17, 86, 87) recently developed one such promising framework, which
has been demonstrated on a variety of materials structures at vastly different length scales. The
Materials Knowledge System (MKS) (88, 89) employs digital representations, n-point spatial cor-
relations (90, 91), and PCA (92) for dimensionality reduction to arrive at data-driven measures of
the salient materials structure descriptors.Once suchmeasures are established, they can be utilized
to establish efficient surrogate hierarchical PSP linkages in problems of both homogenization (87,
93) (i.e., information flowing from lower scales to higher scales) and localization (94, 95) (i.e., infor-
mation flowing from higher scales to lower scales). A distinctive feature of this framework is that it
aims to harmoniously combine well-established micromechanical theories for heterogeneous ma-
terials (96, 97) with established systems theories (98, 99) and emerging concepts in data science
(38) to take full advantage of their respective strengths. TheMKS approach was recently extended
to apply to extreme value distributions of driving forces to high cycle fatigue in alloy microstruc-
tures based on localization schema, supporting rapid parametric design of complex textured hcp
alloy microstructures for fatigue response (100, 101). Much work remains to be done to extend
the MKS framework to more general nonequilibrium, history-dependent structure-property re-
lations (e.g., diffusional creep and relaxation, grain growth, load history dependence of defect
structures), but the method might be used in combination with direct numerical simulation or
with metamodels for such processes with varying degrees of coupling.

5. MODERN STRATEGIES FOR MATERIALS DESIGN

We next turn our attention to some contemporary methodologies employed in the top-down
search for feasible materials design solutions once the PSP relations are established. Materials
design approaches that predated the 2008 release of the ICME report (4–7) largely made use of
iterative design approaches commonly employed in the design of other complex engineering sys-
tems (e.g., prototyping, testing, analyzing, and refining) (8, 21). By adding to this iterative process
known information regarding analytical or computational models for key phenomena across the
PSP relations, one is able to parametrize the responses in terms of input variables, which supports
design optimization approaches (102). There is an increasing infusion of multiscale modeling and
decision-based design strategies into ICME workflows (see Reference 15). This latter direction
has been a key point of discussion between the materials and multidisciplinary design optimiza-
tion communities, with a heavy focus on design optimization under uncertainty that respects the
complexity of real materials. These strategies have also come to increasingly rely on modern data
science approaches. We therefore focus on materials design strategies that have followed in the
wake of the launch of ICME (2008) and more recently that of the MGI (2011).

5.1. The Inductive Design Exploration Method

The inductive design exploration method (IDEM) (1, 19, 103) is an example of a practical strategy
for formally organizing top-down design searches based on bottom-up PSP relations in a way that
emphasizes decision support; it may be regarded as composing an ICME PSP workflow. IDEM
(Figure 2) provides a step-by-step strategy to facilitate the combined bottom-up modeling and
simulation and/or experiments, leading to consideration of top-down mappings that satisfy high-
level performance requirements while enabling uncertainty propagation across model chains. In
the first step, IDEM employs parallelized bottom-up simulations, experiments, and/or associ-
ated reduced-order models or correlations to establish process-structure and structure-property
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Structure-
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performance

Goals/means (inductive)

Causes/effects (deductive)

Model 1

Model 2

Figure 2

Schematic of Steps 1 and 2 in the inductive design exploration method (1). Step 1 involves bottom-up
simulations or experiments for process-structure and structure-property relations, typically conducted in
parallel fashion, to map composition into structure and then into properties, with regions in yellow showing
the feasible ranged sets of points from these mappings. Step 2 involves top-down evaluation of points from
the ranged set of specified performance requirements that overlap with the feasible regions established by
bottom-up simulations in Step 1. Adapted with permission from McDowell & Kalidindi (2).

relations.The goal is, starting with a ranged set of performance requirements, to identify candidate
ranged sets of solutions that jointly satisfy both top-down requirements (given performance, then
resulting properties, then structure, then process route) and bottom-up (experimental- or model-
based) mappings of the process-structure-property-performance (PSPP) relations, along with any
imposed constraints. IDEM’s second step involves a search within the ranged sets of performance
requirements or associated property sets (for example, obtained via materials selection) backward
for feasible sets of structures and associated process paths that overlap with design requirements.

Design decisions can be made on the basis of user-specified preferences within the Pareto
frontier—the set of nondominated solutions to a multiobjective optimization problem. As dis-
cussed elsewhere in detail (1), the Pareto frontier for acceptable solutions can then be selected
to maximize a multiobjective function or to express insensitivity of target responses with regard
to changes in process or microstructure design variables; this notion of insensitivity appeals to
principles of robust design as laid out by Taguchi for process control (31). To accommodate ro-
bustness of design solutions, IDEM employs hyperdimensional error margin indices to measure
the distance from a given feasible solution in the space of interest (e.g., composition, structure,
property) to the nearest boundary of feasible solutions and makes use of Gaussian pseudolikeli-
hoodmeasures of variance to define the probability of overlap. In this way, bottom-up information
flow is combined with top-down search based on performance requirements in the presence of
uncertainty.Moreover, this approach indicates how sensitive designer-selected solutions might be
to changes in materials process path or microstructure, which is of practical interest to materials
suppliers in terms of quality control/assurance. IDEM may also indicate which elements of the
PSP framework require more investment to reduce uncertainty and facilitate execution of more
detailed design.

Quality experimental information can be factored in as desired to fill gaps in physics-based
modeling. IDEM is essentially just a template for a balanced decision-making process that has
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been employed in design for many years, biased toward quality information and insights (25). Ap-
plications of IDEM to robust-design methods have been described elsewhere (1, 19, 104). The
IDEM template for instantiating PSP relations followed by guided top-down design search was
recently written in Python script format (pyDEM), and its capabilities were extended to support
complex feasible design spaces and robust search algorithms for a range of materials design and
selection problems (105). Recently, Wang et al. (106) presented an update to this class of ap-
proaches by developing a template-based ontological method for the exploration of the design
space.

We illustrate IDEM via a representative case study [Ellis &McDowell (104)] aimed at concur-
rent design of the hierarchical structure of a complex structural material, ultrahigh-performance
concrete (UHPC), together with design of a blast panel required to withstand a specified blast
wave impulse. This example employed hierarchical multiscale computational modeling, analytical
models, and associated metamodels to construct a set of bottom-up, deductive PSP mappings, in-
stantiated within IDEM to propagate various sources of uncertainty. It was then employed to pur-
sue top-down inductive design exploration for application-specific design objectives.A set of PSPP
mappings were constructed across micro-, meso-, and macrolength scales by using analytical ex-
pressions and hierarchical multiscale finite element models at the single-fiber, multiple-fiber, and
structural length scales. The set of PSPP deductive mappings considered seven design variables—
panel thickness; fiber pitch; ratio of water to cementitious materials; curing temperature; and
volume fractions of fibers, cement, and silica fume—across four levels of materials hierarchy.

Starting with the highest and next-to-highest hierarchical levels as the output and input spaces,
respectively, IDEM was implemented via application of three steps: discretization of input vari-
ables, projection of discretized sets of input variables with account of uncertainty to a range in
the output space, and determination of which sets of discrete input values satisfy the output space
requirement or requirements. By recursively applying these three steps, PSPP relations were ex-
plored in a robust manner for properties, structures, and processes that satisfied the performance
requirement or requirements.This approach has the advantage of identifying ranged sets of values
of design variables that account for propagated uncertainty. By defining additional mass and cost
objectives, the feasible input space was then searched to find the preferred combination of values
of design variables that minimized mass and minimized cost while maintaining a robust materials
and structural design.

Implementation of the materials design process proceeded by defining a set of PSPP map-
pings (see Figure 3); determining which analytical and empirical relations from literature could
be employed, with emphasis on process-structure mappings; developing computational models to
complete the set of PSPP mappings; validating the analytical, empirical, and numerical models;
generating the response surfaces and estimating error associated with each response function; de-
termining ranged sets of design variable values within the feasible domain via IDEM; defining
mass and cost objective functions; and determining the preferred materials designs for mass and
cost. By using this strategy, feasible solutions were explored in the materials design space (maxi-
mum tensile strength, fiber pitch, panel thickness, and fiber volume fractions) for a desired blast
impulse.

This case study example is significant for three reasons. First, it demonstrates the utility of a
bottom-up, hierarchical multiscale model involving both the UHPCmaterials structure and panel
subjected to blast loading. Second, it demonstrates the simultaneous design of UHPC materials
and structures subject to blast loading. Third, this work demonstrates a materials design process
that can be employed for the concurrent design of other materials and structures, which could be
subject to a variety of loading and service conditions. Essentially, it represents the integration of
systems design of both materials and manufactured product forms.
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Figure 3

A set of process-structure-property-performance mappings for concurrent design of ultrahigh-performance concrete and a panel
subjected to blast loading. HSS denotes high-strength steel. Adapted with permission from Ellis & McDowell (104).

5.2. Optimal Materials Discovery and Design

The discovery, design, and development of new materials are resource limited. Moreover, ex-
clusively experimental approaches, due to their very resource-intensive nature, preclude the sys-
tematic exploration of the typically vast design space. An approach that has received increasing
attention is the HT exploration of the materials space, via either computation (44) or experiments
(42). The data generated are then used to populate databases of features/response sets that are in
turn analyzed via machine learning approaches to establish structure-property relationships, and
these machine learning predictions are then used to identify materials with the optimal charac-
teristics (107). HT process-structure determinations, even those based on data science methods,
remain scarce. Some recent works have employed direct projections from process path to proper-
ties for a given alloy system of interest on the basis of extensive experimental assays (108), although
the ramifications of skipping the associated accessible microstructures are not addressed; this ap-
proach may create challenges in defining methods for quality control assurance and inspection
of manufactured parts. Moreover, absence of materials structure information complicates any in-
verse search operations that one may wish to conduct in materials design, since data science–based
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Figure 4

Schematic illustration of Bayesian optimization (BO). From a limited number of observations on a system (blue solid line), a stochastic
model (dashed blue line and shaded area) is built. The next observation is determined by accounting for the trade-off between the
exploitation of the current knowledge and the exploration of the unknown regions of the design domain x. In this case, expected
improvement is the metric used, and thus the policy falls within the efficient global optimization framework (112).

methods for direct process-property relations are often of black-box nature, lacking guidance from
physics-based models.

HT methods are often limited in that they do not account for either (a) constraints in the
available resources to carry out the exploration of the materials design space of interest or
(b) bottlenecks in the scientific/research workflow that necessarily prevent the parallel execution
of specific experimental or computational tasks. For example, one can imagine the development of
a full complement of experimental synthesis platforms to carry out the HT synthesis of thousands
of compounds at once, only for this effort to be throttled by the low-throughput nature of the
characterization operations necessary to establish structure-property linkages.

Given the limitations of conventional HT approaches, several approaches to the efficient ex-
ploration of the materials design space have begun to emerge (109). The most efficient methods
for materials discovery are based on variants of Bayesian optimization (BO) (110) (see Figure 4).
Bayesian methods provide the mathematical framework to update prior knowledge upon acquisi-
tion of new information (111). General BO methods are used to find global optima of expensive
(black-box) objective functions (112) by combining a hypothesized model (prior) describing pos-
sible outcomes of the expensive function to be optimized with actual evaluations of the expensive
objective function (data) to construct an update model (posterior) that predicts the outcome of
evaluating the objective function over the entire optimization search space. The posterior model
is orders of magnitude less computationally expensive than the black-box function and contains
information about its mean response and variance. BO methods provide the framework to com-
bine the mean and variance of the posterior model into a utility function that can then be used to
select the next-best point to evaluate in the search space (112). Generally, the utility function is
constructed to balance the exploration (sampling regions with high degree of uncertainty) with the
exploitation (sampling regions likely to yield locally optimal results) of the design space. While
BO is typically framed in the context of global optimization of expensive black-box functions,
one could easily make the connection to materials discovery/optimization, as experiments and/or
simulations can be considered to be expensive black-box functions that need to be optimized to
achieve the desired performance objectives.The key advantage of BO-based approaches tomateri-
als discovery over more traditional HT frameworks is the optimal allocation of resources. To date,
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several approaches have employed BO in a materials science context (113, 114) and have shown
dramatic improvements in the efficiency with which experimental/computational resources are
utilized to find materials with optimal properties/performance, even within exclusively experi-
mentally based frameworks (115).

Most BO efforts to date have focused on single-objective optimization. In materials science,
however, multiple objectives (along a Pareto frontier) must be optimized at once, as pointed out
in the IDEM discussion above. The problem then consists of identifying the optimal sequence
of observations (via experiments or simulations) that is most efficient at identifying the Pareto
frontier of candidate solutions. In common BO approaches, the search for the global optimum of
the black-box function is always assumed to be sequential: The function is evaluated one step at
a time, regardless of the number of objectives to optimize. Thus, even in multiobjective BO, it is
necessary to quantify the utility of a potential experiment as a scalar quantity. A powerful scalar
utility metric used in multiobjective optimization is the so-called expected hypervolume improve-
ment (EHVI) (116) as a utility metric. Similar to the utility functions used in single-objective BO,
EHVI is constructed by balancing the exploration and exploitation of the design space to effi-
ciently locate the Pareto frontier. Recently, Arróyave and collaborators presented a multiobjective
(up to three objectives) optimal materials discovery framework (117) and demonstrated its effi-
cacy by identifying regions in the microstructural space that yielded optimal performance in a
precipitation-strengthened NiTi-based shape memory alloy (see Figure 5). The microstructure
design space was explored via a computationally expensive micromechanical model, and using
the EHVI as a utility function was much more efficient than any other potential strategy for the
solution to this multiobjective optimization problem.

Virtually all BO-based materials discovery/design approaches first require the identification
of the most important features that control the outcome of the experiments/simulations in ques-
tion. Feature selection, however, requires a considerable amount of information, and this step
may be prohibitive if the cost of acquiring this information is high. Unfortunately, most materi-
als design/discovery problems involve the evaluation of costly experiments/simulations, and thus
in many cases it may not be practical to carry out a feature selection step before using BO. To
address this issue, Arróyave and collaborators (118, 119) proposed a framework that is capable
of adaptively selecting competing models that connect materials features to performance metrics
through Bayesian model averaging, followed by optimal experimental design. The framework,
termed Bayesian optimization under model uncertainty (BOMU), essentially carries out feature
selection and BO simultaneously. BOMU thus enables BO even when very few initial data are
available and there is a lack of understanding of which are the most important features responsi-
ble for influencing the outcome of the experiments.

In BOMU (see Figure 6), the entire feature space (which could contain tens and even hun-
dreds of features) is subdivided into feature sets that correspond to different models or theories
that connect experimental degrees of freedom to experimental outputs. Eachmodel is then used to
predict the next-best experiment to carry out given the data, as in conventional BO.While at the
beginning all models are considered to have an equal probability of being correct, the probability
of each model is updated—via Bayesian methods—by comparing its performance against the ob-
servations. The utility of every potential experiment/calculation is then computed by considering
all the models at once, weighed by their individual probabilities, and the loop is repeated until a
certain termination criterion is met. Talapatra et al. (118, 119) found that BOMU not only was ex-
tremely effective at finding the solution to single-objective and multiobjective materials discovery
problems but also identified the model that most precisely predicted experimental outcomes, thus
helping in the discovery of the materials features most associated with the properties of interest.
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Multiobjective Bayesian optimization experimental design framework. The workflow for Bayesian optimization consists of distinct 1©
machine learning, 2© selector, and 3© update steps. The balanced exploration-exploitation of the multiobjective problem was measured
using the expected hypervolume improvement (EHVI), which is a scalar quantity that measures the utility of carrying out an
experiment that balances the needs to explore and exploit the design space. As in single-objective Bayesian optimization, one starts with
initial data that are then used to develop a model of the experiments that accounts for the mean response and variance of observations.
By using this model, the EHVI acquisition function is computed, and experiments are selected on the basis of how much the Pareto
frontier can be improved. SMA denotes shape memory alloy. Adapted with permission from Solomou et al. (117).

5.3. Multi-Information Source Materials Optimization: Model/Information
Source Fusion

Frameworks for model-based ICMEworkflows focus on integrating tools at multiple levels under
the assumption that there is a single model, tool, or source of information or metadata relevant
to each level of the PSP relations and for each level of hierarchy of materials structure. ICME
design and development applications often preclude the use of multiple models for each level or
process, which tends to ignore uncertainty of the model form.We regard uncertainty of the model
form (regardless of source) as a key ongoing challenge in materials design that has received too
little attention from both the materials design and multidisciplinary design optimization commu-
nities. Data-centric approaches, in contrast, tend to focus on brute-force exploration of the mate-
rials design space, without accounting for the considerable cost associated with such exploration.
However, they do tend to mitigate model form uncertainty to some extent since they often do
not force preexisting conceptions of models or mechanisms onto the solution and/or they admit
a learning process that reduces such constraints.

Recently, one of the authors and collaborators (120) put forward a framework for the multi-
information source Bayesian optimization (MISBO) of materials design spaces. By exploiting
the statistical correlations between multiple sources of information connecting structure features
to properties/performance and by employing knowledge gradient policies (121) over the fused
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Figure 6

Bayesian optimization under model uncertainty (BOMU). (a) Initial data and a set of candidate models are used to construct a
stochastic representation of an experiment/simulation. Each model is evaluated in a Bayesian sense, and its probability is determined.
By using the model probabilities, an effective acquisition function is computed, which is then used to select the next point in the
materials design space that needs to be queried. The process is continued iteratively until target is reached or budget is exhausted. The
green block represents prior knowledge, orange blocks represent data, brown blocks are related to models, and blue blocks denote
actions. (b) The performance of each individual model (labeled as Fi) against the objective of identifying the crystal structure that has
the maximum bulk modulus. (c) Individual probabilities of different models and their evolution during the Bayesian optimization
sequence. Adapted with permission from Talapatra et al. (118).

models, the framework addresses two problems at once: (a) the next-best point in the design
space to use and (b) the source from which that point should be queried in the (materials) design
space. We note that MISBO is different from BOMU mainly because in the latter it is assumed
that the different models being considered are statistically independent, while in the former
the opposite assumption is made. The framework was demonstrated on the optimization of a
dual-phase steel in which different reduced-order physics-basedmodels were fused to discover the
optimal microstructure configurations as evaluated by a (ground truth) microstructure-sensitive
micromechanical model. In that work, the performance of MISBO given multiple inexpensive
information sources in addition to the ground truth was compared against that of conventional
BO approaches operating exclusively on the expensive ground truth, and it was found that
MISBO was significantly more efficient.

Other groups (122) recently presented multi-information source sequential optimization. For
example, Pilania et al. (123) showed that it is possible to combine low-fidelity approximate predic-
tions for materials properties to supplement high-fidelity, expensive computational simulations,
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arriving at accurate predictive models at a relatively low cost. The framework in Ghoreishi et al.
(120) differs from that of classical multifidelity methods (124) in that in the former there is no
assumed hierarchy of information sources and all sources are considered on an equal basis at the
outset; what matters is the statistical correlations among them as well as between them and the
ground truth. This allows, for example, for the seamless combination of experiments, models, and
theories into unified frameworks for materials discovery.

Yet another important practical aspect of ICME PSP workflows involves fusion of information
from models and other sources to arrive at a statistically meaningful process for calibration of
model parameters. As an example, consider the hierarchy of models of dislocation plasticity. It is
desirable not only to exercise models appropriate for different levels of hierarchy as demanded
by the properties or responses required for design (e.g., atomistic → elastic constants, discrete
dislocation dynamics → work hardening, polycrystal plasticity → effective strength and elastic
stiffness of polycrystals) but also to achieve some measure of consistency of model forms and
model parameters across scales. To this end, recent work of Talman and collaborators (125) has
introduced an approach in which bottom-up atomistic modeling information constrains top-down
experimental information to inform the connection of each source of information to mesoscale
model parameters in crystal plasticity at the grain scale.

6. SOME THOUGHTS REGARDING FUTURE WORK AND PRIORITIES

Much of the attention of the scientific community with regard to the MGI has been drawn to-
ward combinatorial first-principles methods and HT synthesis strategies to facilitate materials
discovery, whereas the broader stream of materials development should involve the integration of
manufacturing processes and product realization. Materials development has been clearly articu-
lated by ICME as pertaining to the so-called valley of death (126) that inhibits the translation of
early-stage materials developments into product deployment. In addition to designing materials
with targeted property sets, another major implication of concurrent materials and product design
is the capability to design location-specific properties that vary throughout the part in a manner
that in some way optimizes performance for a given set of system requirements. Location-specific
materials design requires an intimate link between systems design and materials synthesis and
processing to achieve the necessary heterogeneity of materials structure as a function of position.
Indeed, part shapes and product functionality can change dramatically in this scenario relative to
design with homogeneous materials structure and properties manufactured using traditional ma-
chining technologies. Additive manufacturing is an application domain in which this concurrency
of materials processing and part manufacturing is clear, although it is certainly not the only one.

We have some thoughts on the difference between the next generations of theMGI and ICME
and the initial stages (the past decade) of these initiatives in terms of areas of scientific/research
focus in materials discovery and design. At the beginning of Section 5, we discuss the increasing
role of systems design optimization strategies that may incorporate substantial elements of data
science in pursuing materials discovery and design. In our view,much of the materials engineering
community has focused heavily this past decade on the issue of digital materials data, including
various aspects related to the construction of PSP relations and how to standardize related schema
for handling these data. While this will likely continue as a foundational pursuit in the MGI and
ICME, we see these initiatives broadening substantially to involve research communities in un-
certainty quantification and propagation, optimizationmethods, design exploration, sensor fusion,
advanced data science correlations, metamodeling, and statistical learning approaches.

In addition, the principles of manufacturing cannot be dissociated from materials discovery
and development. As they largely lie outside of traditional materials science, physics and chemistry
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academic disciplines, and their associated curricula, it is incumbent upon the MGI and ICME
communities (university, federal agencies and research laboratories, and industry) to design new
types of materials-centric curricula and future workforce development approaches that embed
enabling fields such as mathematics, computer science, manufacturing, signal processing, and
multidisciplinary design optimization. These new developments will require thoughtful consid-
eration of branching materials science toward (even) more interdisciplinarity (51, 127–129), and
there is some indication of universities starting to move in these directions (http://engineering.
buffalo.edu/materials-design-innovation.html, http://www.materials.gatech.edu/, https://
d3em.tamu.edu/).

FUTURE ISSUES

Some of the key scientific challenges to be fully addressed to move forward in materials
design across various materials classes include the following, which were emphasized in a
2014 MGI workshop (130):

1. Fuse materials PSP linkages with computer-aided design and design for manufacture;

2. Link downstream materials certification requirements more closely to screening proto-
cols in the materials discovery stage;

3. Couple multiscale modeling of hierarchically structured materials more closely with un-
certainty quantification and multiobjective systems design strategies;

4. Couple experimental observations atmultiple length scales and timescales withmodeling
and simulation through data science in mutually beneficial ways, particularly with regard
to improving understanding of kinetics of unit processes at the nanoscale via in situ
measurements;

5. Provide new capabilities to quantify outcomes of materials synthesis and processing by
quantifying spatial statistics of microstructures using n-point spatial correlations, form-
ing a natural linkage of materials data to modeling and simulation; and

6. Develop HT materials synthesis routes, as well as structure and performance character-
ization protocols, that provide the critical information needed for simulation-assisted,
concurrent design of materials and manufacturing processes.
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NOTE ADDED IN PROOF

In Section 5.1 we highlight IDEM as an example of a practical design optimization strategy or
framework for formally organizing top-down design searches on the basis of bottom-up PSP re-
lations. Another strategy has been developed recently in this regard, namely goal-oriented inverse
design (GoID). GoID is a requirements-driven, top-down strategy for designing a system and
associated subsystems by taking a goal-oriented, inverse approach (131). Using this strategy, de-
signers start with the end goals for both the product andmaterial PSP relations and then design the
system to satisfy the specified end goals as closely as possible by exploring the design space. The
GoID strategy offers an increase in problem size, improved flexibility in the design of the various
processes involved, the capability to identify robust satisficing solutions for multiple conflicting
goals (132), and the capability to visualize and explore solutions that are relatively insensitive to
uncertainty.
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